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The first night of Chanukah this year found me masked, following my 11 ½ month old 

grandson, Jonah, as he celebrated his first Chanukah crawling around our beautiful and 

spacious Beth Emet sanctuary. Marc and I were there with Jonah, his 4 year old sister, 

Margalit and their parents, our son Ezra and daughter in law Orly Henry. Margalit and 

Jonah have begun their Beth Emet experience as 4th generation Beth Emet members 

attending  JCC daycare and participating in young family events. Lee  watched us 

parade around. That’s how we ended up here, now sharing our Dor L’Dor experience! 

 

As Jonah’s crawling speed outpaced me, I stopped him from climbing the  Bima stairs, 

picked  him up and said, “Jonah, you can’t do that until your bar mitzvah.” I laughed 

knowing that Jonah had no idea what I was talking about, that I’d misnamed the event I 

was referencing and that Jonah will be on the Bima many times before his Kabbalat 

Mitzvah. As I carried Jonah back to our group–sans Margalit who decided she’d rather 

sit with her friend Misha, his mothers and HIS grandparents, I began to think about the 

occasions I’d seen people ascend the Bima whether by stairs, the ramp or from their 

seats.  

I ‘ll  just share one occasion, a  Beth Emet tradition:  the passing of the Torah at our 2 

sons’ Kabbalat Mitzvah. When our older son, Leon, was called to the Torah, he had 3 

living grandparents. When Ezra was called there was one. Joining us walking through 

the sanctuary was a young cousin Gideon Horberg, now a Beth Emet board member, 



his father Larry and younger sister Noa. Also present were Ezra’s preschool friends 

Nathan Render and Eli Kaberon and their parents. What moments those were!  

 

There are so many moments in my story and yours as well.  

What is  the secret sauce that makes L’Dor v’Dor of Beth Emet among the Aronson-

Hiltons? I only have 3 minutes to share a few secret sauce ingredients. 

The ingredients  include Beth Emet’s commitment to evolution—the Beth Emet people- 

both members and Klai Kodesh–who challenge us to grow in our acts, beliefs and 

intellectual development.   

 

Jonah is named for my mother, Teddy. She renamed herself when she and my father 

joined Beth Emet around 1980 because at Beth Emet women could have aliyot, count in 

the minyan, then a recent change in Jewish practice still not accepted in all 

synagogues. When she died 5 years ago, many congregants shared with me stories of 

her encouragement of them–never the same story twice. 

 

It is the minyan–being one among others who show up for one another–to give and 

receive– that is also a part of Beth Emet’s special sauce. To be counted in and counted 

on is a value Marc and I strive to follow, something we see in our fellow congregants 

and have passed on to our children: 

Leon, an archivist while in college, sorted the original architectural drawings of the Beth 

Emet building creating a record for the future. Ezra tutored Kabbalat Mitzvah students. I 



organized the first Kahal potluck and in the old days of paper, Marc spearheaded the 

first spiral-bound membership directory.  And there’s more… 

 

This is a place for us all to grow, to push ourselves, and as Robin Rue Simmons and 

Rabbi London said last night, to be brave and courageous.  

 

I’m thrilled to have Jonah outpace me–to have Eli Chavkin challenge my understanding 

of Torah, to hug the now Rabbi Sara Blumenthal at a Women at the Wall service in 

Jerusalem, and tickled that Emily Isaacson joins my nephew Ethan Aronson in their Gen 

Z  zealous pursuit of tikkun olam. 

 

For these reasons and so many more, Marc and I have remained members for over 30 

years continuing to support the mitzvah appeal and special campaigns. Marc will speak 

about that now. 

 


